The photochemistry of simple molecules containing carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen atoms in the atmosphere of Titan has been investigated using updated chemical schemes 組d our own estimates of a number of key rate coefficients. Proper exospheric boundary conditions, vertical tr祖sport， and condensation processes at the tropopause have been inc。中orated into the model. It is argued that the composition, climatology，個d evolution of Titan's atmosphere are controlled by five major processes: (a) photolysis and photosensit泣ed dissociation of CH 4 ; (b) conversion of H to H 2 組d escape of hydrogen; (c) synthesis of higher hydrocarbons; (d) coupling between nitrogen and hydrocarbons; (e) coupling between oxygen and hydrocarbons. St訂ting with N2, CH 4 ，組d H 20 , and invoking interactions wi也 ultraviolet sunlight, energetic electrons, and cosmic rays, the model satisfactorily accounts for the concentrations of minor species observed by the Voyager IRIS and UVS instruments. Photochemistry is responsible for converting the simpler atmospheric species into more cQmplex organic compounds, which 訂e subsequently condensed at the tropopause 個d deposited on the surface. Titan might have lost 5.6 X 1肘，1. 8 xl肘，組d 4.0 g cm -2, or the equivalent of 8 ， 0.25 ，祖d 5 X 10-4 bars of CH 4 , N 2 , and CO, respectively, over geologic time. Implications of abiotic organic synthesis on Titan for the origin of life on Ear血紅e briefly discussed.
INTRODUCTION
Tit姐， a satellite wi也 a massive atmosphere, has attracted considerable attention in recent ye位s. Early work on observations and modeling of Titan was discussed and summarized in two NASA workshop reports (Hunten 1974a (Hunten , 1978 and in sever祉 articles by Hunten (1972 , 1974b , 197η ， Caldwell (1977 ，個d Trafton (1981) . Notable progress was made in understanding Titan's geochemist可 (Lewis 1971; Lewis and Prinn 1973) , atmospheric radiation (D扭扭Ison， Caldwell, and Larach 1973) , atmospheric dynamics (L∞vy and Pollack 1973) , and evolution (Hunten 1973; Atreya, Donahl況，組d Kuhn 1978) . The early studies were aware of the fact 血 at the CH 4 -to-H 2 ratio on Titan must be large, rendering 也e atmosphere ideally suited for the synthesis of organic compounds. However, ground-based observations were unable to identify nitrogen 品也em句 or atmospheric constituent; instead, they indicated 也at me由組e was dominant. Because of 血泊， the theoretical work by Strobel (1974) and A1len, P凶0，但dYung ( 1 980 Scattergood 祖d Owen 1977; Chang et al. 1979) . These experiments yielded a host of interesting compounds such as 祉k祖es， nitril間， and aldehydes，組d 祖ticipated 也e subse國 quent detection or inference of some of these compounds by the Voyager missions.
The recent Voyager missions to Saturn resulted in m句 or advances in 0叮 knowledge of Titan and its immediate environment It has now been established that the principal constituent of the atmosphere of Titan is nitrogen. The minor constituents that have been identified to date include CH 4 , H2' C2H 2, C2H 4 , C2H 6 , CH3C2H, C3H g , C4 H 2, HCN, HC3N , C2N2, CH3D, CO, and CO2. In addition observations of several haze layers at 趾gh altitude in the atmosphere 組d an extensive hydrogen torus in the vicinity of Titan's orbit have been reported. Table 1A summarizes the most important recent measurements relevant to our modeling effort. Most of the data are derived from the UVS (ultraviolet spectrometer), IRIS (山frared interferometer spectrometer), and radio occultation experiments on Voyager 1 個d 2 ，的 reported in the special issues, Science, 212 (1981) , Nature , 292 (1981) , and J.
Geophys. Res. , 87 (1982) .τbe detection of CH 3 D and CO 位E based on post-Voyager ground-b品ed observations. See Table  lA Composition of !-1esωphere and Thermosphere: N、= 2.7X 1O o cm-' at z = 1280 km CH 4 =1.2 X 10 8 cm-3 at z =1140 km (mixing ratio = 0.08) C2 H2 mixing ratio 1 %-2% at z = 840 km H atoms: disk-averaged Lya airg10w -5∞ R'
Haze Layers: optica1 haze z = 300 km UV haze z = 400 km Reference and Remarks Linda1 et al. 1983 Linda1 et al. 1983 Linda1 et al. 1983 Linda1 et al. 1983 Linda1 et al. 1983 Linda1 el al. 1983 Linda1 et al. 1983 Samue1son et al. 1981 Linda1 et al. 1983 Linda1 et al. 1983 Linda1 et al. 1983 Hane1 see text Samue1son et al. 1981 Hane1 et al. 1981 Hane1 et al. 1981 Kunde et al. 1982 Maguire et al. 1981 Maguire et al. 1981 Kunde et al. 1981 Hane1 et al. 1981 Kunde et al. 1981 Kunde et al. Strobe1 and Shemansky 1982 Smith et al. 1982b Smith et al. 1982a aThe observed airg10w on the dayside is -1 kR. However, based on our know1edge of the Lya nightg10w and other emissions, we conclude that the dayg10w consists of roughly equa1 contributions from resonance scattering of solar radiation and excitation by e1ectron impact. The va1ue quoted here refers to the component of Lya 剖rg10w 紅ising from reson祖ce scattering (Shemansky 1982, private communication) .
In b叫k chemica1 composition, Titan's atmosphere is reduc-沮耳， with an oxidation state intermediate between that of the te叮叮tria1 pl個.ets and 也at of the Jovi組 planets.τ'he abundance of organic ∞mpounds 垣也e straωsphere offers an import個t clue to the type of chemistry that prevails on Titan. Table 1B pr臼凹的祖 estimate of the maximum concentrations of select compounds consistent with saturation at 也e tropopause and the surface. Companson of Tables 1A 祖d1B suggests 也at the abundances of most minor species exceed 也eir saturated vapor pressures and should condense at the tropopause, or even at the surface. Thus, the lower atmosphere C祖not be the source of complex molecules to the upper atmosphere, even 也ough some molecules such as HCN might be abundant on the surface and 扭曲e interior of Titan (Prinn 組d Fegley 1981) . It is generally a∞epted 也at most of the observed compounds are derived from a few p位ent molecules via photochemica1 processes. In 也is sense 也e atmosphere of Titan is ∞nceptually simple like the Martian atmosphere, whose present composition and p品t evolution c組 be adequately explained by photochemistry (McE1roy 祖d Donahue 1972; McE1roy 1972; Ni仗， McI五roy， and Yung 1976) . In 4.0x lO-5 1.9x lO-4 8.0x lO-7 4.3XI0-X 5.3 X 10-9 3.3 x lO-7 4.8x lO-7 l.2 x 1。一 12 5.4 x lO-11 6.2X lO一 II
5.1xI0-11
1.9xl0-9 l.2 xl0-9 1.7 X 10-12 2.1 1.4 x 10 一 7 6.5 X 10-20 2.0x lO-9 aTemperature and number density of the ambient atmosphere ~~， the tropopause assumed in the computations are 70 K and!) x 10:' cm 寸: rêspectively; at the surfaëe, 95 K and 1.2xl0 2o cm 一九 respective1y. Vapor pressure data are taken from Schlessinger 1970 , and should be regarded as order of magnitude estimates.
initial endowment of volatiles acquired by Titan at the time of its formation (Owen 1982) . H 2 0 is probably continuously replenished by a small but steady meteoritic sour臼扭扭lUelson et al. 1983) . 1nteraction between the p紅ent molecules and ultraviolet radiation, energetic electrons, and cosmic rays leads to the production of reactive radicals, which can combine to form more complex molecules. The aim of the photochemical model is to invoke known reaction pathways to quantitatively explain the abundances of minor constituents listed in Table  1A . Unfortunately, the task is handicapped by the lack of appropriate laboratory kinetics data and uncertainties in defining the vertical mixing p訂組leters of the atmosphere.τbe totality of currently available information is not sufficient for b凶ld旭g a definitive photochemical model of Titan. This work must be consideredωa preliminary attempt to provide a framework for integrating the extensive (but incomplete) set of observations, and the fragmentary (and often inconsistent) chemical kinetics data.
OVERVIEW
While the complete chemical model is somewhat elaborate, we must emphasize its underlying simplicity. It is possible to understand the overall photochemistry on Titan in terms of a small number of chemical cycles or schemes, which are similar in principle to the ones that operate in the atmospheres of the teηestrial pl個ets.τbe discussion in this section, with emphasis on concepts and atmospheric pro臼sses， should be regarded 品 P訂allel to that in ~ III, which emphasizes the mechanistic details of photolytic and chemical reactions.
It is convenient, for purposes of discussion, to divide the photochemistry of Titan's atmosphere into two regions, characterized by primary 祖d photosensit泣ed processes, respectively. 1n the thermosphere and mesosphere, dissociation of aTaken from Table lA bKunde , Gautier et al. 1982 ; Kostiuk et al. 1983 reported a much lower C 2 H6 abundance of 1.2 x 10 -6 in the South Polar Region.
CHanel etal. 1981; Courtin 1982. d Maximum mixing ratio consistent wi也 saturation vapor pressure at the tropopause. YUNG, ALLEN, AND PINTO Vol. 55
C 3 H g• Stratospheric chemistry c祖 also successfully account for the presence of C 4 H z , HC 3 N，個d C Z N2 • While the primary processes in the thermosphere and mesosphere 紅E relatively well-defined in the photochemical model, the secondary photochemical pro臼ss臼 in the stratosphere. are currently rather ill-defined. So the first important problem addressed in this work is an assessment of the importance of stratospheric chemistry relative to mesospheric chemistry. 甘le second important problem in the photochemical model is related to 也e stability of unsaturated carbon compounds. Table 1A includes seven carbon species with unsaturated bonds, C2H 2 , CZH4' CH3CZH, C4H 2 , HCN, HC3 N，組d CzN z , all extremely reactive toward H atoms. With the po闕， ble excep世on of C 2 H 2 祖d HCN, most of these compounds can be destroyed by reactions with H. Since CH 4 is 血c ultimate source of all carbon atoms, the production of the more complex carbon species must be accompanied by comparable qu組tities of H or Hz. One way to guar組tee the survival of the unsaturated speci臼扭曲e stratosphere is to convert H into H 2 by some hitherto unknown catalytic
process臼.
To what extent c祖 the composition of Titan's atmosphere be explained by thermospheric and mesospheric chemistry alone? What is the compelling evidence for the existence of 組 active stratospheric chemistry? How 位e hydrogen atoms removed in the stratosphere? What 紅e the consequenc臼 if the hydrogen atoms 紅'e not removed? These and related ques包ons will be raised and examined in the following subsections. The models of Strobel (1974) 組d Allen, Pinto，組d Yu月 (1980) provide a convenient st訂出g point of 0叮 inquiry. Where the old ideas are useful，也ey will be appraised and inc。中orated into 也e new model. Where the old concepts prove inadequate, we shall advance new hypotheses, which 紅e necessarily more speculative. It is hoped that this discussion serves to focus our attention on the critical issues of photochemistry on Tit姐， and that some of the new ideas proposed here are useful at least for guiding future laboratory investiga世ons or for pl個 到ng missions and observations. ' I頁ermosphere and Mesosphere The observations of extensive airglow associated with Nz, N ，個d N+ emissions led Strobel and Shemansky (1982) to conclude that dissociation of N z occurs readily in the thermosphere as the result of interactions with energetic electrons of m唔p.etospheric origin (reaction number n in Rn refers to identi句ing reaction index in Tables 3A-3C and 7):
的 Primary Processes in the
Nz 十 E → N+NCZD)+e ， N{ +e → N 十 NCZD) ， (R1) whereN 組d NCD), respectively, denote the ground (4S) 組d excited C D) stat臼 of the nitrogen atom, and the products have been deduced on the basis of Oran, Julienne, and Strobel (1975) ，個d Yung et al. (197η. s坦白血e quenching of NCD) by N z is not efficient, NCD) most probably reacts with CH 4 :
The probability of inserting the NCD) atom 旭to CH 4 with subsequent formation of the CN bond is not ruled out, but considered unlikely. 
Since R 76 is more importa且t than R75 , most of N2 dissociation leads back to combination. Only a small fraction of N atoms will react with hydrocarbons. Based on analogy wi也 the reaction N + CH (Messing et al. 1981) , M. L旭 (1982， private communication) suggested that 祖 N atom attacks a CH 3 radical wi也 the formation of HCN:
The overall nitrogen chemistry in the thermosphere can be summarized by two schemes (scheme number n refers to identi 你ing scheme index in Table 2B) :
Scheme (1) is a catalytic cycle for dissociating CH 4 .τbeCH 3 radicals produced can further react wi也 N ， OH, or other hydrocarbon radicals. Scheme (2) is the m句 or source of HCN on Titan and is much more important than a similar scheme driven by the absorption of cosmic rays in the lower stratosphere. HCN formed in the thermosphere is ultimately removed by transport to 也e stratosphere followed by condensation at the tropopause. τbe influx of micrometeoroids into Titan's atmosphere provides a net sour臼 of oxygen to 也is reducing atmosphere. On Earth, the ablation of meteoroids occurs 扭曲e mesosphere wi也 subsequent release of metallic atoms (Hunten, Turco, and Toon 1980 
where in scheme (3a) the critical step CH 4 • CH 3 +H is driven by scheme (1). Scheme (3a) produces CO; scheme (3b) ∞nverts CO into COz . τ'he two schemes offer a simple mechanism for regulat凶g the abundances of CO 組d CO z on Titan. In steady state, the production and destruction of CO by schemes (3a) 組d (3b), respectively, must nearly bal個ce.
We have
Since HzO inftux and condensation of CO 2 are, respectively, 也em句or source and sink of oxygen, we have
where φ(H 2 0) is the meteoritic HzO ftux andφ(C0 2 ) is the downward ftux of CO 2 into the troposphere. It is cle紅 that these two expressions uniquely determine the abundances of COand CO 2 迦 the atmosphere. It is of interest to note that to first order, abundances of CO and CO z are not related to each 。由er. CO is proportional to CH 3 , CO z to 也e ftux of H 2 0.
τ'he b叫k of CH 4 photolysis takes place 泊 the mesosphere. The absorption cross sections for CH 4 reported in early work (Wat組abe， Zeliko宜~and Inn 1953) were shown to be in error at long wavelengths by Mount, Warden, and Moos (1977) . The latter experiment deIllonstrated that the molecule does not absorb beyond 1450 A. The products of CH 4 photolysis were studied by McNesby and Okabe (1964) 
to which a quantum yield of unity is usually assigned: lCH 2 is efficiently quenched to the ground state by N 2 : (Ashfold et al. 1980; Laufer 1981a) . τ'he CHz 個d CH radicals are removed by reactions leading to the formation of CZH2 and C2H 4 : (Bany紅d et al. 1980; Laufer 1981a; Gorden and Ausloos 1967; Butler et al. 1981) . The net results of CH 4 photolysis can be summarized by the following schemes: The chemistry summarized by schemes (4)- (6) is essentially what was proposed by Strobel (1974) . It successfully aω:ounts for the production of the observed speαes C 2 H 2, C 2 H 4 ，祖d CH 3 C 2 H. But the beautifully simple theory fails t。但plain the high abundance of C 2 H6 ∞ Titan.
的 C 2 H 6 and Photosensitized Dissociation ofCH 4
Our understanding of the hydrocarbon photochemistry on Tit組 is c10sely related to 曲的 on Jupiter and Satuffi. Table  1 C presents a comparison of C2 H6 祖d C2H 2, and other relevant atmospheric p訂ameters for Titan, Jupiter, and Satuffi. τ'he abundance of C 2 H6 凶 the stratosphere of Titan is high relative to C 2 H 2 , and when compared wi也已 H6 abundance in the stratosphere of Jupiter or Satuffi. Comparison of the physical parameters of the atmospheres in Table 1C reveals no obvious expl姐姐on by simple physical pro臼sses such as condensation. We shall arg自由at 曲的 is 祖 indication of a fundamental difficulty with the photochemical model of CH4 , as described by Strobel (1974) .
Although no (or few) methyl radicals are produced in the direct photolysis of CH 4 , the reactions of lCH 2 with H 2 祖d CH 4 produce CH 3 :
(Laufer 1981 的.四is gives rise to two schemes for converting CH 4 into C 2 H 6 :
Scheme (7a) is primarily r口ponsible for producing C 2 H6 on Jupiter and Satuffi, where H 2 is abundant (Strobel 1973; Yung 組d Strobe11980). Strobel (1974) invoked schemes (7a) 組d (7b) to produce C 2 H 6 on Titan under the assumption that the atmosphere wωeither pure CH 4 or 50% CH 4 組d 50% H 2 . In view of the Voyager discovery 曲的 N 2 is the dominant constituent of the atmosphere of Titan, we face a dilemma. Ninety-five percent of lCH 2 produced in CH 4 photolysis is quenched by N 2 ; only 5% leads to production of CH 3 . Indirect process臼 involving energetic electrons or cosmic rays such as scheme (1) provide a relatively small rate of production of CH 3 compared with the overall rate of CH 4 photolysis (see Table 2A for quantitative comparison). Thus, on the basis of primary photolysis of CH 4 we would not expect the abundance of C 2 H6 on Tit組 to exceed that of C 2 H 2 , or that there should be more C 2 H 6 on Titan than on Jupiter and Satuffi, in conftict with the observations summarized in Table 1C . We accept 也is as sufficient evidence for additional processes for driving CH 4 photochemist叮 on Tit祖.
Although the CH 3 -H bond is only 102 kca,1 mole-\ and photons with wavelengths shortward of 2768 A are energetically capable of diss~ciating CH 4 , the observed absorption threshold is at 1600 A, and the absorptiop. cross section does not become appreciable until 入< 1450 A (Mount, Warden, 組d Moos 1977; Mount and Moos 1978) . What is the fate of the soft ultraviolet photons longward of 1600 A 凶 the atmospheres of the outer pl血ets and satellites? Recent observations of Jupiter and Satuffi show 也at the ultraviolet albedos of these pl血的 between 1500 組d 2000 A 訂e dominated by acetylene abs。中 tion (Owen et al. 1980; Clarke, Moos, and Feldman 1982; McClintock et al. 1982; Moos 祖d Clarke 1979; Gladstone and Yung 1983) . Albedo measurements 凶 也is spectral range for Titan are not available, but C 2 H 2 abs。中世on is expected to be even more important because of 也e higher mixing ratio of C 2 H 2 on Titan compared with that on Jupiter or ~atuffi (see Table 1C ). Since most of the photons around 2000 A are energetically capable of dissociating CH 4 , molecular abs。中世on could lead to an indirect path for destroying CH 4 . Following the laboratory work by Payne 祖d Stief (1976) 組d Laufer and Bass (1979) , Allen, Pinto, and Yung (1980) proposed 曲的 the photolysis of C 2 H 2 could lead to additional dissociation of CH 4 on Tit祖: 
PHOTOCHE孔lI STRY OF TITAN radica1s c組 now readily combine to form C 2 H 6 as in
with quantum yields ql = 0.3祖d 0.06 at 1470 and 1849 A, respectively, and q2 "" 0.1 at bo也 wavelengths. The first branch is crucia1 for scheme (8a).τbe second branch can give rise to another scheme for dissociating CH 4 :
where the products in the reaction C 2 + CH 4 are based on the ana1ysis of Pitts, Pastemack, and McDona1d (1982) . Note that two CH 4 molecules are destroyed for each C 2 radica1 pro-
There are obviously other possibilities. Diacetylene (C 4 H 2 ), hydrogen cyanide (HCN), cyanoacetylene (HC 3 N)，組d cyanogen (C 2 N 2 ) have been detected on Titan. We sha11 first discuss C 4 H 2 . This molecule has an absorption spec甘um 也at extends beyond 也at of C 2 H 2 (Georgieff and Richard 1958) . The products of photolysis include C 4 日祖d C 2 H (Grah個1， Dismuke, and Weltner 1974), but no quantitative study has been made. The primary processes are most probably C 4 H 2 + hv → C 4 H+Hλ< 23∞ λ(RI4a)
where the threshold wavelengths (入) have been estimated using heats of formation.τbe reactivity of C 4 H toward CH 4 is not known. We postulate 也at it attacks CH 4 like C 2 H. Photolysis of C 4 H 2 gives rise to two schemes:
The schemes (8a)-(8d) share one common feature: they are cata1ytic cycles for decomposing CH 4 泊toCH 3 個dhydrogen. The compounds C 2 H 2 祖d C 4 H 2 act as cata1ysts for col1ecting the solar energy needed for breaking CH 4 apart. The CH 3
where the source of CH 3 is scheme (8a). Making similar use of schemes (8b) 一(8d) ， we obtain the following schemes for converting CH 4 into C 2 H 6 ;
The efficiency of the new schemes is ultimately limited by the availability of photons. An estimate of the flux of photons that C組 be used to drive schemes (9a)-(9d) is given in Table 2A .
Since the solar flux increases rapidly from 1000 to 2300 A, it is clear that photosensitized dissociation of CH 4 could be signifiC組tly more important th祖 direct photolysis and could provide a simple expl組ation for the high C 2 H 6 /C 2 H 2 ratio on Titan.
The new chemistry is not expected to produce significant amounts of C 2 H 6 on Jupiter and Satum as a result of the scavenging of the reactive radica1s by H 2 . On the basis of Laufer and Bass (1979), Okabe (1981) ，組d Pastemack and McDona1d (1979) , it is most likely that photolysis of C 2 H 2 祖d C 4 H 2 in a predominantly H 2 atmosphere results in the following schemes:
where X = C 2 H or C 4 H. In this cωe H 2 but not CH4 is decomposed. Thus, the lower abundance of C 2 H 6 on Jupiter 組d Satum relative to that on Titan appe訂s as a natura1 consequence of the predominance of H 2 on these planets.
τbe photochemist可 of the observed nitrile compounds HCN, HC 3 N, and C 2 N 2 is similar to that of C 2 H 2 個d C4H 2. Photolysis leads to the production of the reactive CN radica1:
HCN+hv → H+CN 入< 22∞ λ(RI7) 'Overhead Sun at 1 a.u. (Mount and Rottman 1981) .
b", F X q X 11 X 12 X 13 , where q = qu組tum yield, 11 = attenuation due to distance from Sun = 0.011 , fz = g1oba1 averaging factor 巨 0.25 ，血d h = spheriαty correction factor = 1.6. Net Chemical Reaction (see Logan et al. 1978) .
Pursuing the 組alogy with the te虹的trial atmosphere, we note that Strobel (1974) (5a)-(5b), and (6), respectively. Production of C4 H 2, HC3N , 組d C 2 N 2 appe訂s to be a natura1 consequence of stratospheric chemistry described 旭 the previous subsection using C 2 H 2 個d HCN origina11y formed in 也e upper atmosphere, as illustrated by the following schemes:
The kinetics for schemes (13)一(15) has been fair1y well established by recent studies (Laufer 1981b; Okabe 1981; Schacke, Wagner, and Wolfrum 1977; Becker and Hong 1983) .
To explain the 恆。 abundances of the unsaturated compounds on Tit恤， it is, of course, not sufficient that the molecules are easily produced. It is essentia1 a1so 也倒也e destructive pro閃sses 紅e somehow rendered impotent. Shield旭g ag位nst photolysis is pro世ded to a large extent by C 2 H 2 組d C 4 H 2 . Most of the absorbed photons are converted 凶t。 也erma1 energy. The sma11 fraction 也at leads to dissociation of C 2 H 2, C4 H 2, HCN, HC3N , and C2N2 ultimately resu1ts 凶 photosensitizing. the dissociation of CH 4 ，的詛 schemes (8a)一 (8h). Another way to view these schemes is 血的 the unstable compounds that are photolyzed 紅e restored at 也e expense of CH 4 • Thus, the impact of u1traviolet radiation on the unsaturated compounds in the stratosphere is great1y rnitigated. Unfortunately, the schemes (8a) 組d (8c)一(8h) produce a hydrogen atom for each photolysis event. Since carbon species with unsaturated bonds 訂e extreme1y reactive toward H atoms, the stab過ty of these compounds is not insured until the hydrogen atoms are removed.
Since hydrogen atoms cannot easily escape from the stratosphere，也ey must react wi也 other stratospheric species. We sha11 first discuss the interaction between H 祖d 也.e most abundant unsaturated species C 2 H 2 . The reaction produces C 2 H 3 (Payne 祖d Stief 1976):
(R25)
The 討nyl radi叫 C組 react ag剖n with H, or undergo disproportionat1on:
τbe u1timate fate of the hydrogen atoms tied up by C 2 H 4 depends on the pathway of C 2 H 4 photolysis:
On1y the first branch leads to net destruction of H. The results C祖 be summarized in two schemes:
Sch凹1es (16a) and (16b) con而rt hydrogen atoms inωmolecu lar hydrogen. Once it is formed, H 2 is practica11y inert 扭曲e atmosphere, and it eventua11y escapes from the exosphere. τbe rate limiting st叩垣 the cata1y也可des (1制 and (1的) f凹 removing H a的ms 扭曲 reaction form垣g the vinyl radica1. From the experiments of Payne and Stief (1976) we dedu臼 the low 組d 趾.gh pressure limit f，叫 the rate coefficient to be ko = 9.5 XlO-33 cm 6 S-1 祖dk∞= 3.1x1。一 15 個1 3 S-1 at 150 K. This is a slow reaction，祖d 帥 ca個lytic cyc1es (1紛 and (16b) are not capable of rapidly removing the copious amoun的 of H atoms produced by schemes (8a) 組d (8c)一(制 Reaction between HCN and H h品 n叫 been studied, but we 個n invoke an ana10gy wi也已 H 2 個d propose the following scheme for remo討ng hydrogen atoms:
Wedonot 位pect cyde (16c) 個 be more import組tth祖 cyc1es (16a) or (16b). No. 3, 1984 PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF TITAN 475 τbe reaction of ethylene with H has been extensively studied (see Kurylo, Peterson, and Braun 1970; Lee et al. 1978) 
is considered unlikely wi也 a maximum branching ratio of 5% relative to the cracking branch (C扭曲l凹， Marshall，組d Pumell 1974) . Hence, the net result of H on C 2 H 4 is the scheme: 
The reaction between H 組d HC 3 N has not been studied, but we expect the result to be similar to that of H on C 4 H 2 or C 2 N 2 ，血d we have the following 祖alogous scheme:
It is of interest to note that the net results of schemes (17c), (1 7d) ，個d (17e) 位e exactly the reverse of that of schemes (13), (15), and (14), respectively. We have arrived at a fundamental difficulty that is largely independent of the details of the model. The production of hydrogen is an inevitable consequence of using CH 4 , a hydrogen-rich molecule, as the ultimate sour臼 of carbon in the synthesis of the more complex compounds, C2H ó ' C3H8' C4 H 2, HC3N, and C2N2, that are deficient in hydrogen. A similar situation was encountered in Strobel's (1974) model. But the bulk of Strobel's chemistry takes place in the mesosphere, and the problem is alleviated by the escape of hydrogen. Unfortunately, stratospheric chemistry occurs much too deep in 也e atmosphere for escape of H atoms to occur. It is conceivable to find the equivalents of schemes (9a), (9c)一(9d) ， 祖d (12)-(1 月 which all produce H 2 but not H. But this is forsaking a large body of known laboratory results in favor of the unknown. Instead we shall take a more conservative position of postulatingjust one catalytic scheme for removing H atoms:
( 1 8) Scheme (18) is based on obvious analogy with (16a). According to H. Okabe (1983, private ∞mmunication) ， the radical C4 H 3 is analogous to C 2 H 3 , and consequently scheme (18) could be several times more important than (17c). Postulating a kinetic rate coefficient for (R69b) equal to 1.2 x 1。一 11 cm 3 s -1 would be sufficient to resolve the hydrogen problem. For comparison, we note that the analogous reaction C2H 3+H • C2H 2 +H2 was measured by Keil et al. (1976) to have a rate coefficient between 1 and 2 x 10 -11 cm 2 s -1. Scheme (18) is supposed to include minor variations of the scheme, such as the following:
In an experiment studying the impact of H on C 4 H 2 ，也e intermediate species, vinyl acetylene (C 4 H 4 ) , has actually been observed (Schw組ebeck and Wamatz 1975) . It should be noted 也at scheme (1 8) is the simplest and the most plausible 由at we can think of. Any other process, such as recombination of H on the surface of aerosol grains, would serve the same purpose, and would be consistent with all 也e existing observations.
d) Outline 01 Approach
We have briefly discussed the photochemistry of Titan's atmosphere in terms of 18 m句 or chemical cycles and schemes YUNG, ALLEN, AND P1NTO 476
showing how the observed species are related to the p訂閱t molecules N2 • H20. and CH 4. and to each other. Numbers refer to the chemica1 cyc1es or schemes discussed in ~ II and summarized in Table 2B structure (Friedson and Yung 1983) ，組d genera1前ronomy (Strobel1982; Hunten et al. 1983 ).
III. PHOTOCHEMISTRY AND CHEMICAL KINETICS
The photochemistry of hydrocarbons containing one or two carbon atoms has been studied in previous work (see Strobel 1974) 組d will not be discussed 凶 deta且 here ， ex臼pt where revision or updating is needed.τbe photochemistry of polyacetylenes (也ese compounds 紅e a1so known as polyynes; 也e nomenclature here follows that of combustion literature) 隘的 been briefty discussed by Allen, Pinto, and Yu月 (1980) .τbe photochemistry of 到trogen compounds in a reducing atmosphere has not been investigated, except for a qualitative discussion by Strobel (1982) . The photochemistry of oxygen compounds in a mildly reducing atmosphere has been investigated by Pinto, Gladstone，個d Yung (1980) . Tables  3A-3C list the essentia1 reactions, related to dissociations, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen and oxygen, respectively. Speculative reactions involving the more complex hydrocarbons are discussed in the Appendix. Our tables include most of the reactions considered in previous work, as well 品 new reactions. Most of the materia1 in this section has been assembled, with critica1 eva1uation, from previous papers on related subjects and the extensive compilations or reviews by Ca1vert and Pitts (1966) , Johnston, Cu1f，個d Price (1977) , Okabe (1978) , Allara and Shaw (1980), Laufer (1981a) , Ashihara (1983) , Brown and Winkler (1970), Safrany (1971) ，組d DeMore et al. (1982) .
。 American Astronomical Society . Provided by the NASA Astrophysics Data System summarized in Table 2B . A schematic diagram showing how the observed species relate to 也ep紅ent molecules and to each other via the chemica1 schemes is pr'的ented in Figure 1 . Table  2B and Figure 1 together provide a broad perspective of the chemistry of the Titanian atmosphere. This simple picture probably contains the essentia1 ingredients of a successful model, a1也oughm組y details remain to be defined or refined. Our discussion reveals a number of deficiencies in our understanding of the reactions of NeD), N(4S) ，組d NH wi也 hydrocarbons and their radicals, the photochemistry of C 4 H 2 , the chemical kineti臼 of the radicals C 2 個d C 4 H, and the interaction between H atoms and the unsaturated carbon species. These will be elaborated in the following section, which consists of an updated 訂閱個lent of the photochemistry and chemical kineti的 of hydrocarbons, nitrogen, and oxygen ∞mpounds. A photochemical model will be presented, a10ng Wl也 comparisons between theory and observations. The implications of the model for the composition of the troposphere, the origin and evolution of Titan's atmosphere, Titan's geochemistry, and chemical evolution in the primitive terrestrial atmosphere will be discussed.τbe emphasis of this work is neutral chemistry. 10n chemistry, aerosol chemistry, and 也e strong coupling between thermal structure and chemistry will be explored in separate papers. Our work focuses on detailed photochemical modeling and should be regarded 品 complement訂Y to recent work which addresses the formation ofTitan ♂'rinn 祖d C 2 + CH 4 -) C 2 H + CH 3 1. 9 % 10-11 R54 C 2 H + H 2 -) C 2 H 2 + H 1.9 % 10-11 e-14S0/T RSS C 2 司 H + CH 4 -) C 2 H 2 + CH 3 2.8 % 10-12 e-250/T RS6 C 2 H + C 2 H 6 -) C 2 H 2 + C 2 nS 6.5 % 10-12 RS7
C 2 H + C 3 " 8 -) C 2 H 2 + C 3 H 7 1. 4 % 10-11 RS8 C 2 H + C 2 H 2 -) C 4 R 2 + H 3.1 % 10-11 R59 C 2 H + C 4 H 2 -) C 6 H 2 + H 3.1 % 10-11 R60 C 2 H + C 6 H 2 一 ) C 8 H 2 + H 3.1 % 10-11 R61 C 4 H + CH 4 -) C 4 H 2 + CH 3 9.3 % 10-13 e-2S0/T R62 C 4 H + C 2 H 6 -) C 4 H 2 + C 2 H 5 2.2 % 10-12 R63 C 4 H + C 2 H 2 -) C 6 H 2 + H 1. 0 % 10-11 R64 C 4 H + C 4 H 2 -) C 8 H 2 + H 1. 0 % 10-11 R6S C 6 H + CH 4 -) C 6 H 2 + CH 3 3.1 % 10-13 e-2S0/T R66 C 6 H + C 2 H 6 -) C 6 H 2 + C 2 H S 6.5 % 10-12 R67 C 6 H + C 2 H 2 -) C 8 H 2 aUnits for two-body and three-body rate coefficients are cm 3 S-I and cm 6 s 一 I 司 respectively; the elfective two-body rate coefficient for a three-body reaction is given by k = kok ∞ M/{ko + k""M). where ko. k"". and M _are. respectively. the rate coefficients in the low pressure and high pressure li 凹的. and the number density of ambient"ãtmosphere in molecules cm-3 .
hkO is obtained by fìtting the data of Payne and Stief 1976 between 10 and 700 torr; the temperature dependence T-2 is assumed. 忱。 is obtained using the data of Michael. Osbome, and Suess 1973 between 3 and 300 tOfr; products assumed. d Based on Keil et al. 's 1976 conc1usion that this rate coefficient must be between 1 and 2 x 10 -11 cm 3 s -1. CT-2 temperature dependence assumed.
In general, the chemistry of compounds containing two or less carbon atoms is fairly well established (see Strobel 1973 Strobel , 1974 ; 也at of the more ∞mplex compounds is poor1y understood. Fortunately, most of the reactions in Tables 3A-3C belong to certain reco伊垃able types，組d their behavior can be at least qualitatively predicted by semiempirical theories or by 組alogy wi也 known reactions (Laufer et al. 1983) . In ~ 11 we emphasize the conceptual sinrilarity between the chemistry of 也e Titani姐姐d 也e te訂的trial atmospheres. It will become c1ear in the following discussion 也倒也is s世ril缸ity is deeply rooted at 也e more fundamentallevel of chemical kinetics. The radicals CH, lCH2, CH 3 , C 2 H and CN 紅e remarkably s坦L lar in character to the radicals OeD), 0 , OH, and C1. Since the chemist可 of the latter species is well defined because of their importance 扭曲e te叮estrial atmosphere (see Hudson, Reed, and Bojkov 1982; DeMore et al. 198月， it serves 品 a useful ∞mparison. The discussion in this section is organized according to reaction types and shou1d be regarded as a supplement to ~ 11. Some subjects, such 品 CH 4 photolysis, have been addressed in the previous section. Others, such as 。 American Astronomical Society . Provided by the NASA Astrophysics Data System 
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H 2 0 個d CO 2 photochemistry, are well understood from our experience with the te叮臼trial planets. These subjects will not be further discussed.
a) Dissociation
The molecules N 2 and CO are sufficiently stable (bond energy = 226, 257 kcal mole 一九 respectively) that photolysis is negligible. As discussed in ~ IIa, dissociation of these molecules c祖 O叮叮 as a result of impact by energetic electrons of magnetospheric origin. The analysis of Strobel and Shemansky (1982) suggested an integrated dissociation rate of N2 equal to 1 X 10 9 cm-2 S-l. (Unless otherwise stated, all ftuxes refer to 也e surface.)τbe product is 祖 even mixture of N and NeD). A sma1l fraction of the nitrogen atoms will react with hydrocarbons to form CN compounds (see ~ IIIb). Most recombine to restore N 2 (see ~ IIIe). Based on the similarity 旭 the molecular properties of CO and N 2 , Samuelson et al. (1983) inferred 祖 integrated dissociation rate of CO equal to 1.2X10 9 /co cm-2 s 一九 where Ico is the mixing ratio of CO. The destruction of CO by this mechanism is not important in 也e present atmosphere, but could be important if CO were more abundant 姐也ep剖t. Dissociation of N 2 c祖 also 0ωur 垣 the stratosphere by absorption of cosmic rays, but the integrated rate is much smaller -4X10 7 cm-2 S-l (Capone et al. 1980) . τbe impact of cosmic rays on CO is negligible and is not considered.
Four abs。中tion bands of CH 3 .are listed in Okabe (1978). Of 曲的e，也e B -X band at 2160 A is the most important for dissociating CH 3 :
We assume that the qu祖tum yield is unity. The products have been deduc吋 by the present au也ors ， on the basis of spin conservation. Photolysis of CH 3 is marginally important compared with removal by chemical reactions. Photolysis of CH 2 (Okabe 1978) 組d C 2 H 5 (Adac.凶， Basco, and James 1979) is relatively unimportant.
As discussed in ~ IIb, the photolysis of C2 H 2 provides a source of the important radicals C 2 H a1ld C 2 in the stratosphere. Okabe's study at 1470 祖d 1849 A has been extended to 1933 A by lrion and Kompa (1 982), with generally consistent results. Three important questions remain unanswered regarding the photochemistry of C 2 H 2 : (a) What is the fate of the major fraction of the excited C 2 H 2 molecules which do not dissociate? (b) Are they related to vinylidene radicals (Laufer 1982; Laufer 祖d Yung 1983)? (c) Why is.the quantum yield (q) for C 2 H 2 disappearance at 1470 A so high (Okabe 1981)? Question (c) is profoundly disturbing. Okabe reported a qu個tum yield q "" -1.5. For comparison; q "" -0.4 due to direct photolysis, and q "" -0.8 if we assume, in addition, complete removal of C 2 H and C 2 by C 2 H 2 . Okabe's puzzling result is consistent wi也 that of Zelikoff and Aschenbrand (1956) at 1849 A at low pressure. The latter work gave q "" -2 and further showed 也at the loss of C2 H 2 cannot be explained by converting it into the speci的 C2 H 4 ， C 4 H 2 , C4 H 4 ，組d C6H6' which were measured 姐也e experiment. 50 there is the 凶triguing possibility that a hitherto unknown mechanism can photosensitize 配 destruction of 481 C2 H 2 at low pressure, perhaps by converting it into a polymer. This may offer a simple expl姐姐on for the low abundances of C 2 H 2 on Jupiter and Satum and the existence of Axel-Danielson dust (Axel 1972) on these planets (see Table  1C and Gladstone 1983) . However, in this work the interesting possibilities regarding excited C 2 H 2 , vinylidene, and C 2 H 2 polymerization will not be pursu吋.
We have little information on the phoωfragmentation p訓， tern of some of the 凶gher hydrocarbons. There is, however, a close relation between fragmentation proc的ses due to photons and those due to energetic electrons of comparable energies (Brion et al. 1979 ; Hitchcock, Brion，組dv組 der Wie11980; Tr句m紅 1980a ， b). Excitation of a molecule by a photon .or 組 energetic electron can be described by a dipole transition. The decay of the excited state into the allowed product channels is essentially a statistical phenomenon. This implies some limited usefulness of the m品s spectral data based on electron impact for sugges也啥也e pattern of photodissociation.τbe photolysis branches of C4 H 2 , CH 3 C 2 H，組d CH 2 CCH 2 are estimated on the basis of the electron mass spec仕的copy data taken from Heller and Milne (1978) .
τbe absorption cross sections for C 4 H 2 have been measured by Georgieff and Richard (1 958) and Okabe (1981) . Al也ough the observed abs。中tion spectrum extends as far as 2700 A. we note 血的 the processes
位e energetically possible only wi也 the absorption of photons with wavelengths below 2300 and 2013 A, respectively. The qu祖tum yields for dissociation have not been measured. Based on analogy with C 2 H 2 dissociation, and discussion 凶 the previous p位agraph， we estimate qu祖tum yields of 0.30 for the above two branches. P.' Jntrelli (1966) suggested that photolysis of C 4 H 2 at 2537 A can proceed by molecular elimination of C2 from a bent excited molecule. However, no quantitative information is available. Okabe (1983 , private commumca世on) did not consider this branch to be important. Until further experiments are performed, the results of Pontrelli will be ignored. Inspection of the relative spectra of higher polyacetylenes obtained by Kloster-Jensen, Hai恤， and Christen (1974) suggests that the cross sections for C 6 H 2 and C 8 H 2 位e similar to those of C 4 H 2 .
The absorption cross sections of methylacetylene are taken from Hamai 組d Hiray祖祖 (1979) .τbe quantum yields at 1470 Å for the branches
were measured by Stief, DeCarlo, and Payne (1971) . Note that these two br組ches do not result in a net loss of C 3 compounds. The new mechanism leads to the same result as (R31), since 也e propargyl radica1 C 3 H 3 most likely 時acts with atomic hydrogen in our model.
τbe rate coefficients for the insertion reactions leading to the formation of higher polyacetylenes (n 三 2)
have not been measured, but in view of the simple insertion mechanism it is reasonable to assume that these reactions have rate coefficients s扭曲ar to C 2 H+C 2 H 2 • C 4 H 2 +H.
(R58)
The 趾gher polyacetylene radica1s are probably less reactive th祖 C 2 H， and their rate coefficients have been adjusted according to
where n =1 ,2,3 (see Table 3B ).
The mechanism for polymerization of a臼tylene on Titan proposed by Allen, P凶0，組d Yung (1980) is a crucia1 p紅t of O叮 hydrocarbon 也eory. The experimenta1 and 也eoretica1 b的is of this mechanism will be briefly discussed.τne existence of long-chain cyanopolyace可1凹的扭曲.e interstellar medium is well established (see Watson 1976; Green 1981) , 組d a scheme for producing long-chain carbon compounds using ion-neutra1 reactions has been proposed by Mitchell 個d Huntress (1979) . 西is mechanism bears striking resemblance to ours.τne on1y difference is in the use of ions rather 也m radica1s to drive polymerization. The ion scheme has probably 1imited applications to planetary atmospheres, exc句t perhaps in the aurora1 zones of Jupiter (Gladstone 1983) .
τbe problem of building ∞mplex long-chain carbon compounds from simpler hydrocarbons is an outst組6月 one 扭 曲e 也e。可 of combustion. It is now known 也at polyacetylen臼 訂e produced in the combustion of acetylene-rich fuel, and it has been further suggested that polyacetylenes 訂e precursors of soot (Bonne, Homann, and Wagner 1965; Homann 1967; Homann and Wagner 1968; Homann, Warnatz, and Wellm組n 1976) . A number of schemes for producing polyacetylenes from acetylene have been su臨的ted. All these schemes must address a crucia1 issue, described in the words of Homann, W訂na位，祖d We11mann (1976) : " For polyacetylenes to form from C 2 H 2 , the molecule must gain carbon No. 3, 1984 PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF TITAN 483
凶 some form and release hydrogen atoms, if one exc1udes the addition of free carbon... However, after the first addition of C 2 H or CH to C 2 H 2 a comparatively inert Hrspecies is formed and further rapid addition of C 2 H 2 is blocked if the radica1 cannot release some of its hydrogen by action of 0 atoms," Our scheme is modeled after Homann et al. , but with the important modification that we use ultraviolet radiation instead of 0 atoms to produce active radica1s and ensure the buildup of long chains by a series of insertion reactions. We C組 now see that the long-chain carbon chemistry in three diversely different systems-interstell訂 medium， combustion, 祖d Titan's atmosphere一位e complementary, and much of our the。可 is based on empirica1 combustion data. A sma11 fraction of odd nitrogen derived from the thermosphere survives self-destruction to react with hydrocarbon radica1s. Formation of HCN in our model occurs primarily via the insertion reactions:
Based on the discussion by Safrany (1971) τbe ov位a11 rate ∞efficient k 74 has been estimated by Armstrong 組.d W姐姐位 (1955) to lie between (5.0X lO-11 -5.0x lO -13) e-25o/T. We have ch的en a high va1ue for Table  3C . Reaction (R73) was suggested by Safrany (1 971), We 品sume 也at its rate coefficient is the same as that for (R74). For ∞mparison， we note that 也!e reaction CH + N has been measured by Messing et al. (1981) to be fast, with rate coefficient k = 2.1 X 10-11αn3 s -1. According to M. Lin (1982, private c叫nmunication) This reaction is exothermic by 12 kca1 mole -1 and could have been responsible for the production of CH3CN in the experiments of Hagg訂t 組d Winkler (1960) and Gupta, Oc趾詞， and Ponnamperuma (1981) . However, un1ess further experimenta1 data demonstrate the contrary, we consider the insertion of CN into an a1kane 品 slow when compared with abstraction, consistent with the absence of CH 3 CN in the atmosphere of Titan.
Given a source of oxygen in the forms of 0 and OH, CO can be readily produced by the insertion reactions wi也 the radica1s CH 2 個d CH 3 :
Since H 2 CO rapidly dissociates via (R22a), (R22b) ，組d R23, the end product is CO. Reaction (R91) has been postu1ated by Shaub and Lin (1980) and Shaub et al. (1981) Fenimore (1969) , but the result appe紅s to be reliable. Reaction (R94) h的 not been studied, and its rate coefficient 組d products are based on analogy with 恨的).
Insertion reactions between 0 個d OH and the unsaturated hydrocarbons c組 'occur such as in the fol1owing (units for two-body and three-body reactions 紅'e cm川一 1 and cm 6 s 寸， respectively):
• CH2CO+HJ k=2.8 × 10-ue-640/T; The most important abstraction reactions 扭曲e atmosphere of Titan 前e 也e ones involving the C 2, C2 H，組d C 4 H radicals (see ~ IIb).τ'he rate coefficients for the key reactions with e也ynyl radi臼1s have been measured by Lange and Wagner (1975) , Laufer and Bass (1979) , Laufer (1981b) , Okabe (1981) , and Renlund et al. (1981) at room temperature. The last reference reported rate coefficients for C 2 H + CH 4 and C 2 H + H 2 that are significantly faster 也祖 those obtained by the previous workers. The discrepancy is attributed ω 也e existence of excited C2 H radicals in 也e experiments of Renlund et al. (1 982 , private communica世on) . Consequently , the results of Renlund et al. (1981) 的 not used. Extrapolation of the rate coefficients for ethynyl radicals to 也，e lower temperatures appropriate for Titan c組 be made using estimates of activation energi臼 by Brown and Laufer (1981) , whose expressions we adopt: k54=1.9 × 10-1le1450/T ,
The activation energies have been estimated by comp位ing the measured values for k 54 組d k 55 at room temperature with the preexponential factors in the rate coefficients calculated by the BEBO (bond-energy-bond-order) method. Laufer (1982 , private communication) stated that his estimate for the activation energies for C 2 H reactions is accurate to 1 kcal mole -1. The rate coeffici個ts between C 2 H 個d C 2 H 6 ，組d C 3 H 8 are close to the gas 垣 netic rate (Laufer 1981b; Okabe 1983b) McDonald (1982) , the prim紅y path for the reaction of C 2 with CH 4 、 is C 2 +CH 4 • C2H+CH 3 .
(R53)
The initial step may actually be an insertion , but the product will dissociate:
e net result result is equivalent to the abstraction reaction. τbe abstraction reactions involving C 4 H 訂 e based on 祖alogy with C 2 H reactions.
The most abundant radicals in the model H , CH 2, CH 3, C 2 H 3, and C 2 H 5 do not appreciably abstract hydrogen from 也e alk血的.τbe reason is 也E 趾gh activation energies associated wi也 these reactions，的 C組 be seen from the fol1owing ex個lples (u型的 for k 紅'e cm 3 s 一 1 ): Pilli時，組dSmi也 (1983) .τbe rate coefficients have been evaluated in the low-pressure limit at r.∞m temperature 旭 units of cm 6 s 一 1. We note that 也e experimentally determioed rate coefficients for these two classes of reactions differ by many orders of magnitude at room temperature. The reason is quite simple in the framework of RRKM the。可 (Rice-R個lsperger-Kasse1-M紅cus; see text book on the subject by Robinson and Holbrook 1972 Laufer et al. (1983) . The computed three-body rate coefficien!s are about a factor of 10 different from the avai1able measurements of a number of reactions at 300 K. For simplicity and selfconsistency, in 0叮 model we use calcu1ated rate coefficients at 200 K for most ofthe three-body synthesis reactions.
The consequence of such high values for the three-body rate coefficients is 也at the formation of 趾gher hydrocarbons is extremely efficient and proceeds like two-body reactions even in the mesosphere. In the two-body limit, the most import祖t parameter that characterizes these reactions is the disproportionation-to-combination ratio. This ratio seems to fit a s油lple pattem for the entire class of alk:yl-alk:yl reactions and has been extrapolated to c品es involving alk:yl拍nyl 個d alk:yl-propargyl reactions by Laufer et al. (1983) . It is largely a ∞nsequence of the smallness of this ratio 也at combination of radicals is so efficient on Titan, leading to the production of more complex compounds. Hydrocarbons containing four carbon atoms (besides dia臼tylene) 訂e readily synthesized by radical-radical combination, as shown in the Appendix.
e) Exchange and Transfer
Conversion of CH 2 CCH 2 to CH 3 C 2 H 旭也e presence of H atoms was reported by von Wagner and Zellner (1972b) , but no detai1ed mechanism w部 su路ested. Since the heat of formation for al1ene is 1.3 kcal mole-1 趾gher 也扭曲at for methylacetylene, R. K. Sparks (1981, private communication) suggested an interesting exch祖ge reaction: H+CH 2 CCH 2 • CH 3 C 2 H+H.
(R70)
This reaction, however, involves converting a pair of double bonds 旭to a single bond and a triple bond. The 齡組vation energy cou1d be 凶位， but is expected 切 be about equal to that required for breaking the double bond of C 2 H 4 by H 垣(R26) (Laufer 1982, private commu到cation). We estimate k 70 to be 1 X 1O-ll e-1OOO斤 ， based on k 26 (∞) = 3.7 X lO-ll e 一 l叫/T
Since the two principal reactions that produce C 3 H 4 ([R3 日，
[R12a]) both favor CH 2 CCH 2 over CH 3 C 2 H , it is difficu1t to explain the detection of CH 3 C 2 H and the absence of CH 2 CCH 2 0n Titan. Preferential destruction of CH 2 CCH 2 by photolysis do臼 not appe訂 to be the answer (see ~ IIIa). Reaction (R 70) provides a satisfactory resolution of the app訂ent difficulty 旭 our model. Needless to say, laboratory work is needed to establish the va1idity of 也is reaction.
As 
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The intrinsic instability of N 2 H 2 toward photolysis (Okabe 1978) suggests that the association reaction is the rate limiting step in the above scheme. Even if the three-body rate coefficient were as low as 1X lO-33 cm 6 S-l ，也is would imply 組 effective two-body rate coe個cient of order 1 X 10 -14 cm 3 S-l in the lower stratosphere. In 也is work we adopt an overall reachon:
with a conservative estimate for the rate coefficient k77 =1 X 1。一 33 cm 6 S-l. Our knowledge of the reactions (R75), (R76), and (R77) is extremely poor. In the thermosphere only (R 75) 組d (R76) are import祖t，祖do叮 choice of the rate coefficients (Table 3。 impli臼 k76/ k 7S "" 620. Thus, most of the dissociation of N2 leads back to recombination. A small fraction (-10%) of dissociation results in irreversible formation of nitrile compounds. We should regard the ill-defined ratio k 76 / k 7S as an additional assumption of the model that remains to be established by future laboratory studies.
f) Cracking and Hydrogen Scavenging
Since scheme (18) employing C 4 H 2 as a scavenger for H atoms in the stratosphere is crucial for the model (see ~ IIc), we will now briefty examine the circumstantial evidence in support of this scheme, based on reactions related to CH3C2H. In its reaction toward H atoms, C 4 H 2 (H-C三C-C三C一昀 is remarkably s.泊lil訂 to CH 3 C 2 H (CH 3 -C=C一昀. The first hydrogen atom can insert into the triple C三C bond:
百:ris leaves the single C-C bond vulnerable to cracking by the second hydrogen atom:
However, there are other possibilities.τbe second hydrogen atom can strip off the first hydrogen atom:
The net resu1t in 也is case is scavenging of H atoms; the molecules C 4 H 2 組d CH 3 C 2 H are not cracked. The second hydrogen c祖 also be added to 也e system:
But the products C 4 H 4 祖d C 3 H 6 位e readily destroyed by photolysis, with the most probable br扭曲的 being
C 3 H 6 + hp • CH 2 CCH 2 +H 2 .
The result in this case is eq山valent to scavenging of H atoms. von Wagner and Zellner (1972a , b) and Niedzielski, Janusz, and Gier位ak (1983) have studied the interaction between H atoms 祖d CH 3 C 2 H 組d its isomer CH 2 CCH 2 . It is of interest to note that the experiments yielded comparable amounts of C 2 H 2 , C 3 丸，組d H 2 at low pressure. In terms of the simple reaction pathways we have discussed, this implies 也at (R47d), (R47a), (R47b) ，組d (R47c) 訂e comparable in importance. Drawing on 也.e analogy between C 4 H 2 and CH 3 C 2 H, we deduce that reactions (R69a), (R69b), and (R69c) are comparable in rates. Indeed, in the experiment studying H + C 4 H 2 performed by Schwanebeck and W訂na包 (1975) ， nearly equal amounts of C 2 H 2 組d C 4 H 4 were produced at low pressure, implying k 69a "" k 69c . Unfortunately, the yield of H 2 was not reported in the experiment, and we could not obtain a quantitative assessment of k69b . In our model, we assume that k69b + k的c equals a few times k 69a , a most reasonable conclusion in view of this discussion. It is unfortunate 也at (R47a) and (R47b), which have been studied 扭曲E laboratory，紅e not important for removing hydrogen atoms, because the rate limiting reaction (R45b) is too slow in 也e three-body limit. This puts almost all the burden of H removal in the stratosphere on C 4 H 2 .
IV. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
A model atmosphere for Titan, consistent with the information given in Table 1A , has been constructed by solving the hydrostatic equation in spherical coordinates. The altitude profiles for to叫 number density n(z) 組d temperature T( z) are shown in Figure 2a . For simplicity, a pure N 2 atmosphere is assumed.τbe choice of the thermal profile T( z) presents a difficult problem. The temperatures in the thermosphere above 800 km, in the stratosphere below 1 mb, and 扭曲e troposphere can be inferred from the ultraviolet, infrared, and radio occu1tation experiments on 也e Voyager mission. However, the upper stratosphere and mesosphere constitute a " most inaccessible region" for which there are no data. Comparison with the terrestrial atmosphere may be illuminating.τbe most significant radiative processes in the te訂的trial thermosphere, mesosphere，組d stratosphere 訂e abs。中tion of EUV radiation by O2, cooling by CO 2 , and absorption of near-u1tra-violet sun1ight by ozone, respectively. On Titan 祖alogous roles are played by EUV and electron impact heating in 也e thermosphere, cooling by C 2 H 2 in the mesosphere, and absorption of solar radiation by Axel-Danielson dust 姐也e stratosphere. As in the case of the Earth, cooling in 也e mesosphere of Titan must be significant, since the mixing ratio of C 2 H 2 on Ti恤 is much 趾gher 也扭曲at of CO 2 on E紅白， and the band intensity for the 13.6μm band of C 2 H 2 responsible for cooling off the mesosphere is -4 times stronger 也組 that for the 15μm band of CO 2 . Modeling of the thermal struct叮e of the atmosphere of Titan suggests 曲的也E mesopause temperat叮e could be as low as 100 Kσriedson 組d Yung 1984) . Since the exosphere is -190 K, one coIÎse- is based on the resu1t of Fricke et al. (1982) , who first pointed out the remarkable similarity for the magnitude of the eddy diffusion coe血cient in the Jovi組 stratosphere with 也at 扭曲e atmospheres of the te.紅白trial pl祖ets，部 summarized by the simple expression:
quence of the cold mesopause is the existence of a positive temperature gradient, which could inhibit vertical mixing. For simplicity，詛 our model we assume a constant temperature for 也e entire upper stratosphere and mesosphere.
The choice of the eddy diffusion coefficient is based on 也e 組alysis of Smith et al. (1982a) 組d by our own effort to refine 也eir resu1ts. We adopt 也e expression where A = 1-3 X 10 13 cm j2 S-I. Mo1ecu1ar diffusion coefficients are taken from the standard references Mason and Marrero (1970) and Banks and Kockarts (1973) .
The sol訂 ftux below 2000 A is taken from Mount and Rottman (1981) . Above 2000 A we use Ackerm個 (1971) . Diumal1y averaged values for photodissociation appropriate for a p1ane paral1e1 atmosphere at 30 0 1atitude 位e adopted. (For optically 也ick absorption，也is is equivalent to global averaging.) In the lower stratosphere the solar radiation fie1d is attenuated by aerosol absorption in addition to mo1ecular abso中 tion. This is rough1y accounted for by reduc叫做 incident solar ftux at al1 wavelengths below 3000 A by a transmission factor defined as K(z)=Aj兩個2s-1 ， 1 X10 6 cm 2 ç l, n < 1 X 10 12 cm -3; 2.5X 1O I3 jvn cm 2 S-I , 1 X10 17 > n > 1 X10 12 cm-3 ; 3X10 2 cm 2 s 一九 1X10 19 > n>lX10 17 cm-3 ;
where the scale height Ha for aerosol absorption equals 50 km. This particular choice of Tm(z) 
where n is the number density of ambient atmosphere 詛 molecu1es per cm 3 .τ'he qu組組ty K(z) is shown in Figure 2b , along with D(z), the molecular diffusion coefficient for CH 4 in N 2 . It is c1ear that molecul紅 diffusion is more important above n = 1 X 10 12 cm-3 level; eddy diffusion dominates benea也由is level. The profile for K( z) exhibits two regions of stagn祖cy， in the lower thermosphere and the lower stratosphere, due to 也ermal 旭version (Friedson 個d Yung 1984; Lindal et al. 1983 
aFor species not given here, their boundary conditJons 紅e stated in ~ IV 訂閱 symbols J， φ ， and v refer to mixin皂 ratio， flux (cm-z S-I), and velocity (cm S-I), respectively. The sign convention for φ 血d v is positive for upward flow bAt tropopause z = 45 km (n = 1) x 1。一 cm-3 ) CAt z=1160 km (n= 1.2X10' cm-') for a11 species except H and H z, for w可ch tþe upper boundary is at 1.425 km (n = 4.9 X10' cm-').
OAll fluxes refer to the surface.
The removal rate is then parameterized as
final self-consistent solution is obtained. The overall accuracy for species in the first group is -10% , for species in the other groups, about a factor of 2, adequate for present pu中 oses.
V. MODEL RESULTS
The results of the photochemical model will now be d函， cussed in some detai1. τ'he discussion deals separately with C 1 祖d C 2 hydrocarbons, H 組d H2' polyacetylenes, C3 hydrocarbons, and nitrogen and oxygen compounds. The discussion of C 4 compounds and long-chain polymers is deferred to the Appendix. The emphasis is on 也e more abundant species that have been observed and the m句 or processes which control their abundances. As we will show, the model is successful in accounting for the abundances of most of the minor species listed in Table 1A . Figure 3 presents altitude profi1es for the m句 or diurnally averaged photodissociation coefficients in the chemical mode1. More detai1ed information on photodissociation is listed in Table 3A . The m句 or absorber 姐也e atmosphere below 1450 A is CH4 . Beyond 1600 A, absorption by C2H 2, C2H 4 , polyacetylenes ，組d HCN become important. Aerosol opacity provides significant attenuation of solar radiation below 240 km. ln our model condensation removal is important for all speci的 except C 2 H 4 , H2' CO, and the extremely short-lived radicals.
Fortunately, the integrated rate of removal is limited primarily by the small eddy diffusion coefficient in the lower stratosphere and is consequent1y not sensitive to 也e partic叫缸 choice of parameterization for the loss rate.
τ'he one-dimensional continuity equations in spherical coordinates are solved for all m句 or species with appropriate boundary conditions. Photochemical equilibrium (flux = 0) is assumed for a11 short-lived species. For long-lived speci的 we assume loss by diffusion through the lower boundary with maximum deposition velocity given by a) C 1 and C 2 Family The mixing ratios of H 2 祖d 也e major hydrocarbon species CH 4 , C 2 H 2 , C 2 H 4 ，祖d C 2 H 6 are given in Figure 4a Figure 4d .
The mixing ratio of CH 4 at the tropopause is fixed to be Figure 5a . Primary photolysis of CH4 occurs at 個 altitude -800 恤， but the b叫k of CH 4 destruction 0ωurs via second訂y processes in the stratosphere -250 km. Few hydrogen atoms recombine with methyl radicals by (R33). Consequently, the efficiency for conver世ng CH 4 into higher hydrocarbons (per dissociation) is 96%, a value similar to the corresponding value of 95% in Strobel (1974) . 甘le column integrated rates for (R5), (R53), (R55), (R61), (R65) ，組d (R33) 
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The net destruction rate of CH 4 , wbich must be balanced by an equivalent upw訂d ftux at the tropopause, is 1.5 X 10 10 cm-2 S-1. The character of CH 4 destruction in the upper atmosphere is somewhat different from that in the lower atmosphere. In the upper atmosphere, primary photolysis breaks CH4 into the radicals CH, 1CH 2 ，祖d CH 2 . CH 3 is produced indirectly by (R72) NeD)+CH 4 • CH 3 + NH. In the lower atmosphere the net resu1t of photosensitized dissociation is breaking CH 4 into CH 3 and hydrogen. CH 2 is now produced by (R4) CH 3 + hv • 1CH 2 + H, followed by quencbing of 1CH 2 by N 2 . As illustrated in Figure 4b , the concentration of CH 2 is comparable with that of CH 3 at 850 km, whereas CH 3 completely dominates over CH 2 elsewhere. Figure 5b summarizes the reaction rates for the m句 or synthesis reactions: (R31) CH 2 + C 2 H 2 • CH 3 C 2 H (and CH 2 CCH 2 ); (R32) 2CH 2• C 2 H 2 + H 2 ; (R34) CH 2 + CH 3 • C 2 H 4 + H; (R35) 2CH 3 → C 2 H 6 ; 組d (R40b) CH 3 +C 2 H s • C 3 H 8 . It is c1ear 也at syn也esis of alkenes and alk抖的 (except polya臼tylenes) occurs mainly in the mesosphere, where CH 2 is abundant. Synthesis of alkanes occurs preferentially in the stratosphere, where alkyl radicals are readily produced by photosensitized dissociation (see also Figs. 4b and 4c ).
E也ane is produced primarily by the association reaction (R35) 2CH 3 + M • C 2 H 6 + M, as shown in Figure 5b . As discussed in ~ IIb, most of C2H 6 production occurs in the lower stratosphere as a resu1t of the photosensitized dissocia世on of CH 4 • E也組e c個 be destroyed by photolysis (R8) C 2 H 6 + hv • products and by abstraction reactions such as (R56) C 2 H 6 + C 2 H • C 2 H s + C 2 H 2. However, the rate of photolytic destruction is small, as a result of effective sbielding by CH 4 個d C 2 H 2 . Most of the abstraction reactions do not lead to a net destruction of ethane, as illustrated by the following sequence of reactions
Ethane condenses ne位也e tropopause 祖d is ultimately deposited on the surface. The equivalent downward ftux at the tropopause is 5.8 X 10\ 1 molecules cm-2 S-1 and represents the principalloss of atmospheric C 2 H 6 • The chemicallosses are about an order of magnitude less efficient. The column averaged abundance 1.7X10-s is 垣 good agreement with the observed value of 2 X 10-5 . The vertical mixing ratio profile shown in Figure 4a is nearly constant in the upper atmosphere, but falls off in the lower stratosphere, so that thl; abundance of C 2 H 6 does not exceed that allowed by the saturated vapor pr的S凹e. Thus, the condensation removal mechanism postulated 凶也is model is crucial for predicting a C 2 H 6 profile 也at satisfies both constraints of IRIS observations and saturation vapor pr的sure. d) C 2 H 4 In the upper atmosphere, the m句or reactions producing e也ylene 訂e (R27) CH + CH 4 • C 2 H 4 + H and (R34) CH 2 + CH 3 • C 2 H 4 + H, with minor contributions from photolysis of C 2 H 6 , iι(R8a) and (R8b).τ'he al世tude profile for (R34) is given in Figure 5b . τ'he column integrated production rate by (R34) is 2.1 X 10 9 cm-2 S-l. The corresponding rates due to (R27), (R划，祖d (R8b) (not shown in Fig. 5b) 的1. 8x 肘， 6.4 X10 7 ，組d 2.4 X 10 7 cm -2 S -\ respectively. Ethylene 扭曲e upper atmosphere is destroyed by photolysis ([R7a], [R7b]), wbich is apparent1y so efficient that few molecules survive to the lower altitudes. Figure 4a shows the drastic decrease 凶 也e mixing ratio of C 2 H 4 with decreasing altitude. The secondary peak in C 2 H 4 mixing ratio ne訂 200 km is produced by disproportionation and exch組ge reactions:
The ultimate source of C 2 H 4 in these reactions is C 2 H 2 組d C 2 H 6 . Although the total production rates due to the above reactions are comparable to that of (R34), ethylene in the stratosphere is rapidly removed by
Consequent1y, the abundance of C 2 H 4 in the stratosphere remains rather low. The column-averaged mixing ratio for 10 一九 respectively. The corresponding observed values 訂E 2.0x1。一 2 and 2.0XIO 一九 respectively.τ'hus， the model prediction for ethylene is too low by an order of mag凶tude. A resolution of tbis difficulty is not easy. We can suggest 也ree possibili ties: (a ) the qu祖tum yield for photolysis ([R 7a], [R 7b]) might have been overestimated, (b) the abundance of hydrogen atoms in the stratosphere is too bigh，個d (c) the IRIS observation of C 2 H 4 h品 not been correctly analyzed. e) C 2 H 2 The primary sources of acetylene are (RηC 2 H 4 + hv • C 2 H 2 + H 2 (or 2昀祖d (即 2) 2CH 2 • C2H 2 + H2' with minor contributions from (R8c) C 2 H 6 + hv • C 2 H 2 +2H 2 .
Altitude profile for (R32) is shown in Figure 5b . The column integrated production rates due to (R7), (R32), and (R8c) 的 No. 3, 1984 PHOTOCHEMISTRY OF TITAN 493
1.4x1肘， 4.6X1肘，組d 3.6x10 7 cm-z s-\ respectively. Once it is formed, acetylene is extremely stable ag位nst chemical destruction. Photolysis of CzHz:
is usually followed by hydrogen abstraction reactions that restore C 2 H 2 ;
C 2 H+C 2 H 6 • C Z H2 +C 2 H 5 .
(R56)
τbe vinyl radical disproportionation reaction, (R38) 2C2H 3
• C 2 H 4 +C 2 H 2 , does not result in a net loss of C 2 H 2 , since C Z H4 readily dissociates to yield C 2 Hz again. Even addition reactions suchω C 2 H 2 +CH 2 +M • CH 3 C 2 H + M (R31a)
only transform C 2 H 2 temporarily into CH 3 C2 1宜， CH2CCH2, and C3H6' since these molecules are not stable and easily break up 旭to fra伊lents from which C 2 H 2 c祖 be retrieved. The only significant mechanism for destroying C 2 H 2 appe訂S to be condensation at 也e tropopause, with a column integrated rate of 1.2X10 9 cm-2 S-1. The profile of acetylene shown in Figure 4a is consistent with IRIS.τ'he column-averaged mixing ratio, 4 X 1。一 6 ， is somewhat 趾gher 曲曲 the observed value of 2X10-6 , but is probably within the limits of uncertainties of the observations. However，扭曲em自0-sphere the calculated concentrations of C Z H2 紅e in serious conftict with observations. UVS deduced a mixing ratio 1 %-2 % for C Z H2 a 840 km, where our model predicts a mixing ratio of 2.7X10-3 . This discrepancy of a factor of 10 is somewhat disturbing since our ∞，lumn-averaged abundance (w趾ch is heavily weighted by the lower stratosphere) is close to the abundance r，叩orted by IRIS. We propose an altemative interpretation of the UVS observation. We 訂gue that the ultraviolet opacity attributed to C 2 H 2 in the UVS experiment was actually caused by absorption due to other molecules. Consider 也e opacity at 1550 A along a straight line tangent to Titan at a radial distance of R = 3300 km.τ'he optical depth due to species [i] c組 be approximately computed by
R= 信示互σ川，
where (Jj 組d n j denote cross section 組d number density, respectively，組d H is atmospheric scale height ( -63 km at 由is altitude). Us凶g relevant data from our model we estimate optical depths of 0.02, 0.01, 0.02, 0瓜， 0.60， 0駒， and 0.60 for C2H 2, HCN, HC3N, C2H 4, C4H 2, C6 H2' 祖d C8H2' respectively. Unfortunately, the combined opacity now exceeds that observed by Smith et al. (1982a) . Condensation of the polyacetylen自由位也e mesopause could resolve the difficulty.
f) H
Hydrogen atoms 紅e produced in the upper atmosphere mainly by (R5b) CH 4 + hv • CHz +2H, (R7b) C 2 H 4 + hv • C Z H2 +2H, and (R34) CH2 +CH 3 • C2H 4 +H，個din the lower atmosphere by photolysis of acetylene and polyacetylenes，丸 (R6a)， (R14a), and (R15a). The combined production rate is 1.1 X 10 10 cm -2 S -1. All hydrogen atoms produced below 600 km are effectively scavenged by the C 4 H 2 catalytic cycle. However, hydrogen atoms produced above this level readily escape from the atmosphere. The escape ftux calculated in our model is 5.5 X 10 9 cm-2 s 一 1. This is somewhat larger 也an the value of 1-3x10 9 cm-2 s-1deduced by Smy曲's (1981) modeling of Pioneer 11 and IUE observations of the Saturnian system. But a quantitative comparison is not possible until Smyth's model has been updated to simulate the Voyager observations. There is another observational constraint on 也e con臼ntra tion of hydrogen atoms in 也e upper atmosphere. The UVS instrument reported a disk-averaged Lyαemission of 1 kR, of which about half may be attributed to reson組ce scattering of solar radiation (see discussion in footnote of Table 1A ). The column abundan臼 of hydrogen above 750 km (where abs。中 tion of Lyαby CH 4 starts to dominate) is 3X10 15 cm-2 . Radiative calculations, similar to those described in Yung and Strobel (1980) , using the profiles of H and CH4 presented in, Figures 4b and 4a , yield an airglow of 600 R. Within limits of 也e uncertainties of the observations, these results 訂e consistent. In the Lyαcalculations we used a solar ftux of 5.6X10 11 photons cm-2 S-1 Ä -1 at 1 a.u. (Mount 祖d Rottm祖 1981) ， close to the value 5.1 XlO l1 photons cm-z S-1Ä-1 used by Yung and Strobel (1980) . $) Hz τbe most important reactions for producing H 2 坦 the model are shown in Figure 5c .τbe column integrated rates for (R5a) CH4 + h v • 1CH 2 + H z, (R7a) C Z H4 + hv • CzHz + H z, (R6b) CZH2 + hv • Cz + H2' and (R69b) C4H 3 + H • C4Hz + Hz are 1.4 X 1 妒，1.2 X10 9 ，1. 8X1肘，組d 2.7X10 9 cm-Z s-\ respectively. The reaction (R36) C 2 H 3 +H • CzHz + Hz is relatively unimportant, with an integrated production rate of 7X10 7 cm-z S-1. Once it is formed, Hz is chemically ve可 stable. The fate of more than 99% of H 2 produ臼dino叮 model is escape from the exosphere.τbe ftux is7.2X10 9 cm-z S-1. ThepredictedH z abundance2.1x lO-3 is in good agreement with the IRIS observation of 2::!:: 1 X 1。一 The Hz abundance in the model depends on the rate of production and the rate of escape from the exosphere. Since the temperature of the exosphere is known, the rate of production of H 2 must be close to that computed in our model. This result, which is independent of the uncertainties in the choice of the eddy diffusivity profile (ωlong as the eddy diffusion coefficient at 也e homopause exceeds a certain critical value) and the details of the atmospheric chemistry, suggests that the m姐姐lum rate of CH 4 destruction is m個y times larger th組 the primary photolysis rate.τbis provides the most direct confirmation of the importance of photosensitized processes in the stratosphere. 
h) Polyacetylenes
Altitude profiles for the m扭扭g ratios of polyacetylenes C4H 2, C6 H2' 祖d C 8 H 2 位e presented in Figure 6a . Only C 4 H 2 has been observed by IRIS. The reported ∞，lumn-aver aged, 10-8 -10 一九 is 凶。er 也an our model value of 7.8 X 10-10 .τbe polyacetylenes 訂E 組 order ofmag凶tude less th祖 acetylene in the mesosphere, but since their cross sections 位E -lO t固的 higher 也扭曲at of 'acetylene，也ey contribute to the observed atmospheric opacity 扭曲e vacuum ultraviolet (see discussion in ~ Ve on UVS observations).τbe polyacetylenes are produced by the insertion reactions (R58) C 2 H +C 2 H 2 • C 4 H 2 + H; (R63) C 4 H + C 2 H 2 • C 6 H 2 +H; (R6ηC 6 H+C 2 H 2 → C S H 2 +H; (R59) C 2 H+C 4 H 2 • C 6 H 2 +H; (R60) C 2 H+C 6 H 2 • C 8 H 2 +H; 祖d (R64) C 4 H+ C 4 H 2 • C 8 H 2 +H, wi也 column-垣tegrated production rates equal to 1.7xi0 9 , 1.2X10 9 , 8.4 XI0 7 , i.5XI6 8 , 1.9XI0 s , and 1.7X lO S cm-2 s 一九 respectively. The polyacetylenes undergo rapid photolysis 組d recycling in the atmosphere, resulting in 也e photosensiti自d dissociation of CH 4 and other al.k:anes. As 組 illus甘ation of this discussion, Figure 6b presents a selected set of reactions involving C 4 H 2 . Diacetylene is produced by (R58) C2H 2 +C2H • C4H 2 + H, recycled by (RI4a) C 4 H 2 + hv → C 4 H+H 個d (R62) C 4 H + C 2 H 6 • C 4 H 2 +C 2 H s (也e net result of 也is 叮de is breaking C 2 H 6 into C 2 H s +昀 Another recycling reaction, (R61) C 4 H + CH 4 • C 4 H 2 +CH 3 , has been shown in Figure 5a .
τbe predicted concentrations of polyacetylenes in the present model 訂e less 也an those 旭 our previous study (Allen, Pinto，個d Yung 1980) . There 紅e at least three differences between these models. First, we have now adopted Brown and Laufer's (1981) 姐gh rate coefficient for (R55) C 2 H + CH 4 • C 2 H 2 +CH 3 ，何= 2.5 X 10-12 e-7SO月 ， whereas Allen, Pinto, and Yung used kss = 3.0X lO-11 e-I400 / T • Sin臼 (R55) tends to suppr的s the formation of long-chain ∞mpounds by quenching 也e C 2 H radical, we might exp臼t less C 2n H 2 • Second, we have included the new scheme (17a) for crac區ng C 4 H 2 by H. Lately, we have revised the dissociation pathways for C 2n H 2 . The dominant dissociation of C 2n H 2 is by C 2n H 2 + hv • C 2n H + H, and does not lead to a loss of C 2n compounds.τbe net result of al1 these changes is a decrease in 也e abundances of polyacetylenes 扭曲e present model. Note that we c祖 drastical1y increase C 4 H 2 in the stratosphere by postulating a faster 恨的b) or by invoking another mechanism for removal of H atoms.
In our model we do not deal with polyacetylenes beyond CgH 2 . It is mildly emb紅r品s凶g 曲的 the calculated abundances of the polyacetylenes，空1Hz=7.8 × 10 一叭 C6 H 2 = 3.6 xl。一 10 組d CgH2 =1.5 X 10-10 , do not fal1 off rapidly with increasing carbon atoms. Thus, our cutoff of the long-chain compounds appears somewhat arbitrary. However, we do not regard this as a fundamental weakness of the model. The cross sections and quantum yields for dissociation for the 恆。er polyacetylenes could be larger 也祖 our estimates, and the rate of condensation could increase with molecular weight. Inclusion of any of these considerations would result in lower concentrations for the 趾gher polyacetylenes, but unfortunately at 也e expense of more model parameters. Altematively, the high abundance of the long-chain compounds may be real.τbe early experiments of Lasaga, Holland, and Dwyer (1971) 組d more recent ones by Sagan andτbompson (1983) all produce considerable amounts of org個ic ∞mpounds of 趾gh molecular weights. A smal1 fraction of the polyacetylenes produced c個 be irreversibly removed as long-chain polymers. τbis ultimately represents a net loss of a∞tylene from the atmosphere (see Appendix).
i) C 3 Hydrocarbons
Altitude profiles for the m句or C 3 species CH3C2H, CH 2 CCH 2 , C 3 H6' 組d C3H8' and their associated radicals . τ'he ∞mputed column-averaged mixing ratio for CH 3 C 2 H is 1.8X lO-7 , a va1ue 凶gher 也個 the IRIS observation of 3 X 10-8 • The concentrations of CH 3 C 2 H and 也E radica1s C 3 H 3 祖d C 3 H 2 位e unrea1istica11y 趾gh in the mode1. One re品on is 也at we have omitted the speculative reactions that convert C 3 into C4, viz., (Rll1a) CH3 + C3H 3 • 1, 2-C 4 H 6 0r 1-C 4 H 6 ，祖d (R112) CH 3 + C 3 H 5 • C 4 H 8' Inc1usion of these reactions (see Appendix) brings the model abundance for CH 3 C 2 H to 3 X 10 一九 and the number densities of C3H 3 個d C 3 Ìf 2 to below 10 6 cm-3 旭 the lower stratosphere. The m句or reactions producing CH 3 C 2 H 祖d CH2CCH2 are (R31a) CH 2 + C 2 H 2 • CH 3 C 2 H , (R31b) CH 2 + C2H 2 • CH 2 CCH 2 , and (R12a) C 3 H 6 + hv • CH2ÇCH 2 + H z., with integrated C011叩m rates equa1 to 4.0 X 10 怒， 4.9X10" ，個d 8.5 X10 7 cm-2 s-\ respectively. CH 2 CCH 2 is rapidly con- verted into CH 3 C 2 H by the H exchange reaction (R70) CH 2 CCH 2 +H • CH 3 C 2 H + H. The main reactions that result in a net loss of CH 3 C 2 H 訂e photolysis and the cracking byH ，討Z. ， (R45a) CH 3 C 2 H + H • CH 3 +C 2 H 2 .
τ'he column-averaged mixing ratio of propane in the model is 7.9X10-7 , in fair agreement wi曲曲e observed abundance of 2-4X 10-6 . C 3 H 8 is formed a1most entirely by the association reaction (R40b) CH 3 +C 2 H 5 → C 3 H 日， as shown in Figure 5b . The high three-body rate coefficient, derived on the basis of Troe's theo句， is essentia1 for predicting a high C 3 H 8 abundance in the mode1. C 3 H 8 is destroyed by photolysis R13 個d abstraction by C 2 H, R57. Like ethane, prop個e is sufficientIy stable against chemica1 destruction 也at most of the C 3 H 8 produced in the model is lost by condensation in the lower stratosphere.τ'he net downward fiux of C 3 H 8 is 1.4 X 10" cm-2 S-l. Figure 8a summarizes the a1titude profiles of the important nitrile compounds HCN, HC 3 N , and C2N 2. The concentrations of odd 到trogen radica1s N , NH, and CN are shown in Figure 8b . A schematic diagram showing the relation between the ni~rogen compounds is given in Figure 8c . 百le predicted columñ averaged abundances for HCN, HC 3 N , and C 2 N 2 位e 5.6 X 10 一九 5.6X10-8 ， and 1.9X lO-8 , respectively. The corresponding observations reported by IRIS are 2.0 X 10 元 10-8 _10-7 , and 10-8 -1。一九 respectively. So 也E 也eory agrees well with observation.τ'he m句 or source of odd nitrogen is dowriward fiow from the thermosphere, with a fiux of 2X10 9 cm-2 s 一 1 for the sum of N 組d NH. Cosmic-ray dissociation of N 2 contributes 祖 additiona1 fiux. of N + NH equa1 to 7.4 X 10 7 cm -2 S -1 in the lower stratosphere.τ'he lifetime of odd nitrogen 扭曲e atmosphere is sufficientIy short, so that the vertica1 profiles of the radica1s N 組d NH exhibit large gradients 凶 the vicinity of the sources. As shown in Figure 9a Figure lO c. The computations have been performed with a downward fiux of H 2 0 equal to 6.1X10 5 cm-2 s 一九 a value that has been chosen to reproduce the observed CO 2 abundance of 1.5 X 10-9 . The predicted abundance of CO is 1.8X lO-4 , somewhat 趾gher 也扭曲e value 6 X 10-5 deduced from radio observations by 孔1uhlem姐， Berge, and Cl祖cy (1984) ，個d infr訂ed observations by Lu包， de Bergh, and Owen (1983) .
j) Nitrogen Compounds
As shown in Figure lla , the chemical reactions that destroy
The integrate rates for (R20a) , (R20b) ，組d (R98) 紅e 4.3x1肘， 1.0x1肘， 個d 2.1 X10 4 個 -2 S-l. Downward tr組sport 也rough the tropopause introduces 祖 additional loss of 2.8 X 10 5 cm -2 ç \ respectively. 1n the absence of chemical sources, it would take only 2X10 3 yr to deplete the stratosphere of CO 2 . The 0凶y reaction that acts to restore CO 2 is (R96) CO + OH
• CO 2 +H，品 shown in Figure lla . The integrated rate for (R96) is 4.4 X10 5 cm-2 S-l. As shown in Figure llb , CO is mainly formed in the thermosphere by (R95) OH + CH 3 • CO+2H 2 .τbe other interesting compounds such as H 2 CO and CH 2 CO are formed prim位ily 扭曲e stratosphere. However, because of the instability of these compounds toward photolysis, they 訂e all below cu叮ent detection levels (see Fig.   lO a) .
1) Summary 01 Model
An overall comparison of the model results and observations is given 凶 Table 5A . It can be seen that the model co釘ectly accounts for the order of magnitude of most of the observations. 1t is possible to obtain better agreement between model and observation by adjusting the model par個leters. But in view of the uncertainties of the observations and laboratory data such exercise is probably not me扭曲直ful. τbe 衍 5 km. To convert mixing ratios into ∞.lunm integrated abundances above 45 km, multiply the appropriate mixing ratios by 1.9 X10 25 molecules-cm-z . bStrong latitudina1 asymmetry; more abundant at the north pole to which the observations refer.
C The va1ue of CH 3 C 2 H in parenthesis refers to 也e case when spec叫ative reactions in Table 7 Table 5A is that the composition of minor constituents of Titan's atmosphere c組 be understood in terms of a simple photochemica1 mode1. A summary of the important reactions and pro臼sses that affect the g1oba1 budget of atmospheric carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, 個d oxygen is given in Table 5B . As pointed out 旭~11, the most si伊ific祖t pr∞esses 位e photosensi也ed destruction of CH 4 , hydrogen escape, and organic synthesis. The atmosphere is not in equilibrium, but continuously evolving and losing materia1 at rates listed in Table 5B . How realistic are these computations?τbe model has achieved a moderate degree of success in accounting for most of the observations. However, caution must be exercised in intepreting our resu1ts for nitrogen 祖d oxygen species, since we are now compounding the uncertainties of hydrocarbon chemistry wi曲曲的 of 世tro~扭扭d oxygen. We 紅e least confident about the mechanism 也at regulates the abundance ofCO 垣 the atmosphere. The time constant for photochemica1 adjustment under current conditions is -10 9 yr. Over such a long time sca1e other processes, such as planet紅y degassing, cou1d be more important th祖 photochemica1 processes.τbus，也e app訂ent agreement between the observed and predicted CO abundance may be fortuitous. We have no illusions 也at the quantitative details of the model are a11 ∞rrect. We on1y hope 由at the model has been useful for identifying the problems of Titan chemistry, providing a framework to digest recent observations and sugg臼ting guidelines for future work. As祖 overview， o叮 present knowledge of atmospheric chemistry in the outer solar system is probably at 也e stage of 也e te訂的tria1 atmosphere three decades ago (Bates 祖d Nicolet 1950), or the Cytherean and Martian atmospheres more 也組 a decade ago (Jastrow 組d Ras∞1 1969; McElroyand Hunten 1970) .
VI. IMPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL
The atmosphere can be simply viewed as a chemica1 system 也at processes the simpler molecules into more complex ones. At the upper boundary of the model, the exobase, H and H 2 escape from Titan to become p訂 t of the extensive torus around Satum.τbe ultimate source of the starting materia1 suchωCH 4 and N 2 is the surface or the interior of Titan.τbe complex molecu1es produced in the model affect the composition of the troposphere and the geochemistry of the surface, as well 品 pl祖.etary climatology and evolution. In our modeling effort, we have so far focused on the chemistry of the atmosphere.τbe model results pr臼ented in the previous section now provide a basis for discussing a number of important problems related to the upper and lower boundaries, and the past history of the satellite and the Earth.
的 Hydrogen Torus
Both H and H 2 c祖 readily escape from Titan at the present exospheric temperature of 190 K. τbe significance of hydrogen escape for atmospheric stability and evolution was recognized by Kuiper (1944) . Subsequently, the question of stability (or instability) of light gases on Titan led to the development of such fund祖lenta1 concepts 品也e limiting ftux (Hunten 1973) (Broadfoot et al. 1981; Sandel et al. 1982) . 四le torus is estimated to contain 7.3 x 10 34 atoms of H. Assuming that all the hydrogen atoms originate from Titan at 也e rate of 5.5x10 9 cm-2 s-1, we obtain a mean lifetime of 2 x 10 7 s for H atoms in the torus. This value is not unreasonable when compared with the lifetime of 5 x 10 7 S against charge transfer with protons (Bridge et al. 1982) . Since the cross sections of H 組d H 2 toward charge transfer are similar (Allison 1958), we would expect the lifetime for H 2 in the torus to be close to that of H. Since the escape rates of H 2 andH 訂e comparable accordin皂 to our model, there should be nearly equal amounts of H and H 2 in the torus. Unfortunately, direct observation of H2' a molecule without a convenient spectroscopic signature, is difficult.
b) Troposphere
Titan's troposphere, with column density of 2.5 X 10 26 cm-2 , or -10 times as massive as Earth's troposphere, is more like a shallow terrestrial oce扭曲姐姐 atmosphere.τ'he radiative lifetime is -140 yr (Flas缸， Samuelson, and Conrath 1981) . The time cons他nt for troposphere-stratosphere exchange is, according to our model, -600 yr.τ'he order of magnitude of these time const組ts is characteristic of our oceans, but not of 由e atmospheres of te叮estrial pl個ets. 1n our model we have chosen the tropopause to be at 45 km, where the temperature is 70 K. Across 也is boundary CH 4 and N 2 訂 e supplied to the stratosphere, and photochemical products are retumed to 也e troposphere. The heavy hydrocarbons will probably sink to the surface. The more volatile compounds can reevaporate near the surface, where the temperature is much 趾gher -94 K. Thus, except for CO, the lower troposphere could acquire a composition close to the saturation composition described by Table 1B under the heading " surface." For example, the mixing ratios for C2H6, C2H 2, C3H8' and CO2 near the ground would be -4X10-5 , 8X lO-7 , 5X lO-7 ，組d1X lO-7 ， respectively, and the atmosphere should arrive at steady state for these species in less th祖 6x1肘， 5X1肘， 3X1肘，組d 3 X 10 6 yr, respectively. The presence of these molecules in the troposphere wi由 abundances indicated here may contribute to the greenhouse effect, since 也ey all have strong absorption bands in the infr位ed 內F祖g et al. 1976).
c) Climatology
How does the atmosphere arrive at the current state? St紅t ing from a pure N 2 個d CH 4 atmosphere, we can envision the following sequence of events:
1. Photolysis of CH 4 凶 the mesosphere leads to production of C 2 H 2 個d C 2 H 4 . 2. C 2 H 2 abundance builds up in the stratosphere. 3. Photosensitized dissociation of CH 4 becomes important, producing C2 丸 ， polymers, and aerosols.
4. Absorption of sunlight by aerosols leads to 也ermal inversion and dynarnical stability.
5. Stratosphere becomes more stable, resulting in a further increase of the abundances of 趾gher hydrocarbons and leading back to step 3. Steps 3, 4, and 5 cons世tute a cycle wi也 positive feedback and C妞 in principle, be catastrophic. 1n practice，也e cycle is limited by the availability of ultraviolet photons. Donahue et al. 1982; Craig and Lupton 1976; Pol1ack and Yung 1980) . On τ1t扭曲e tempo of evolution is much faster; the action, more vivid. Destruction of the atmosphere occurs by escape of gases, including nitrogen, from the exosphere 組d by conversion into condensable organic ∞mpounds which are then deposited on the surface. No other object in the solar system, with perhaps the exception of comets, offers such a dramatic demonstration of photochemistry as a driving force of atmospheric evolution. Hydrogen, extracted from methane, escapes and forms a torus 訂ound Satum. The hydrogeò-poor organic compounds form extensive aerosollayers that contribute to the remarkable visual appe紅祖ce of Titan.
The column abundances of CH4, N2, and CO 凶也e present atmosphere 紅e， according to our model, 1.4X10 2 , 1. 2X1肘， and 2.2 g cm 一九 respectively. If the loss rates given in Table 5B were const祖t over 也e age of the solar system (4.5 billion yr), we would estimate accumulated losses of 5.6 X 10 4 , 1.8x 10 3，組d 4.0 g cm-2 , r臼pectively， for CH 4 , N 2 ，組dCO. Note 曲的 the total amount of CH 4 destroyed is -400 times that in the a值losphere today and must be supplied from the surface. Since carbon does not escape from the exosphere at 祖 appreciable rate, the surface must have acquired the equivalent of a kilometer of photochemical products. On the basis of our model, the ∞mposition of 也is material is 77% C 2 H 6 , 16% C 2 H 2 , wi也 the rest composed of heavy hydrocarbons, polymers，組d nitriles. Many questions about the impact of the photochemical products on Titan's geology and geochem- Fegley (1981) allows for a primordial origin of N 2 祖d CO. But then to understand the low abundance of CO on Titan today, we have to invoke efficient destruction of CO 扭 曲e past. The detailed photochemical model remains to be worked out. The altemative hypothesis 也at N 2 is derived from the photochemistry of ammonia (Atreya, Donahue，組d Kuhn 1978) rests on the postulate of a prolonged period of W訂m climate on the satellite in 也e past (Strobel1982). There is no compelling evidence or theoretical arguments 凶 its favor. The photochemistry of NH 3 血也e presence of CH 4 is probably more complicated 出租 the description given by Atreya, Donahue，組d Kuhn (1978) and should be further investigated.
e) Organic Synthesis
τhe modem era in prebiotic organic synthesis began with the experiments by Miller (1953 Miller ( , 1955 Miller ( , 1957 and Miller and Urey (1959) demonstrating the synthesis of complex organic compounds from mixtures of simple gases of reducing composition using electric discharges. The subject has recently been reviewed in depth by Chang et al. (1983) , with emphasis on geochemistry 祖d laboratory studies. For applications to pl祖etary atmospheres, the Miller-Urey experiments suffer from a serious deficiency.τhe experiments 紅'e m位nly concemed with analyzing the bulk composition of the reaction products. Without an understanding of the mechanisms and intermediate products, it is difficult to extrapolate from the laboratory to geophysical situations. Our modeling of Titan, based on chemical kinetics and a realistic atmosphere, provides a remedy and an extension of Miller-Urey type of work.
In 0叮 model， synthesis of organic compounds consists of two steps: dissociation of the more stable parent molecules into radicals by absorption of ultraviolet radiation, energetic electrons, or cosmic rays, followed by radical-radical or radical-molecule reactions produc:凶g organic ∞mpounds.τhe quantities of hydrocarbons, nitrogen, and oxygen compounds generated by the atmosphere over the age of the solar .system 紅e of order of 1妒， 10 3 ，組d 1 g cm-2 , respectively, sufficient to be of biological 旭terest (Margulis et al. 1977) . For possible ex甘apolations to other systems, quantum yields 訂e sometimes more useful. About 96% of CH 4 dissociation (mostly by photosensitized processes) leads to production of higher hydrocarbons, -10% of N 2 dissociation (mostly by electron impact) results in nitrile production. Since Titan is a specially favored place 垣 the solar system for organic synthesis, it is unlikely 也at 由自e quantum yields c個 be exceeded on primitive E位也 Miller and Urey (1959) postulated a hi拉ly reduc凶g prebiotic terrestrial atmosphere composed mainly of H2' CH4 , NH 3 , and H 2 0 , a viewpoint later followed by Sagan 個d Mullen (1972) for different reωons. Holland's (1962) work pro討des a framework for the possible successive evolution of the atmosphere from a 趾出ly reduced state to a more oxidized state. However, the stability of CH 4 個d NH3 in the primitive atmosphere, and indeed 也e very existence of 也is hypothetical reducing atmosphere, has been questioned (Abelson 1966 ; Kuhn 祖d Atreya 1979; Kω6月 1982; Walker 1977; Chang et al. 1982) . Based on our own experience wi也 modeling the early terrestrial atmosphere (Yung 組d McElroy 1979; Pinto, Gladstone, and Yung 1980) and the atmosphere of Titan, we favor a mildly reduc旭g primitive terrestrial atmosphere composed primarily of N 2 , CO 2 , H 20，個dH 2 .τhem句 or source of reduced carbon in 也is system is formaldehyde, and odd nitrogen is mainly derived from dissociation of N2, as on Tit祖. CH 4 and perhaps NH 3 can be supplied 旭 small quantities by nonequilibrium processes initiated in the planet's interior (Welh血 and Craig 1979) . Before the widespread appe缸祖ce of oxygen producing organisms, the concentration of O 2 in the atmosphere must have been much lower th組 today's.τhe presen臼 of ferrous ions in the early oceans indicates that 也ey we自 much more 趾ghly reducing th組 today (Walker 1977). The synthesis of org祖父 compounds followed by their accumulation in stable environments 訂e necess訂y steps for the origin of life. The details of the scenario described above remain to be worked out, but it is clear 也at the hypothesis of a primitive atmosphere intermediate 迦 composition between the present atmospheres of Mars and Titan is simple, attrac世ve， and consistent with existing knowledge of the solar system.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have identified and extensively discussed the chemical cycles and schemes 由at 紅e essential for photochemical modeling of Titan (see Table 2B for summ缸y). A comprehensive set of chemical reactions relevant for photochemical studies of Titan and the outer solar system has been compiled in Tables  3A-3C and 7 (see Appendix) . Using these reactions, together wl也 a minimal number of other p紅個時ters， such as eddy diffusion coe恆的訓， condensation loss rates, and flux of meteoritic material, we have constructed a photochemical model 也at can successfully ac∞unt for the chemical composition of the atmopshere of Titan, within the uncertainties of observations and laboratory chemical kinetics. The comp叩 son between model and observations is presented in Table 5A . Them句or processes 也at lead to the destruction of the simple p紅ent molecules and the production of more complex species are given 凶 Table 5B . Methane photochemistry is driven by photolysis and interaction between methane and active radicals derived from acetylene photochemistry. Electron impact dissociation of N 2 in the thermosphere provides the m句 or @ American Astronomical Society . Provided by the NASA Astrophysics Data System source of odd nitrogen and nitrile compounds. A sma11 flux of H 2 0 re1eased by sublimation of micrometeoroids 扭曲e upper atmosphere may be important for determining the abundances of CO 個d CO 2 旭 the bulk atmosphere. A m句 or obstac1e to further progress 血 photochemica1 studies of Titan and the 叫做 solar system is the lack of 凶gh-quality kinetics data. Table 6 identifies a list of reactions 由at most urgent1y need to be studied. Future missions and observations, using both ground-based and Earth-orbiting instrumentation, are expected to improve and extend 0田 model. We strongly recommend observations refining 0叮 knowledge of the composition of Tit姐's atmosphere and the nature of Titan's surface, documentation of the variab血ty of Tit妞's a1bedo and its possible correlation wi也 solar activity, and the Lya torus, and synoptic studies of the photometric asymmet可 between the northem and southem hemispheres. The model presented here suffers from the restriction of being one-dimensiona1 and time-independent. A two-dimensiona1 model with realistic simulation of the seasona1 cyc1e is required to interpret the wea1th of IRIS data.
τhree of the most outstanding problems conceming the Earth's atmosphere are as follows: (a) What is"the impact of man-made chemica1 pollutants on 位one? (b) What is 也e climatic consequence of a doubling of atmospheric CO 2 ? (c) What are the conditions on primitive Earth leading to spontaneous generation of life ? We note what appears to be three separate problems on Earth conceming chemistry, climate, and chemica1 evolution, is really on1y one on Titan. Photochemistry is the unified force that determines the composition of Titan's atmosphere, its evolution, climatology, and organic synthesis. The principles，∞n臼pts， and techniques we employ for modeling the atmosphere of Titan 訂e 由e same as those used for Earth's atmosphere (Nicolet 1971; Log祖 et al. 1978 Log祖 et al. , 1981 . Our fai也血也is c1ass of mode1s, and 泊deed 扭曲is entire approach, is predicated upon its su囚的S 垣 explaining a wide r祖ge of observations. We c祖 now 品sert that 也is progr個1 has been fruitfully applied to Ear也 τ'he chemica1 species and their interactions in the pl個etary atmospheres exhibit bewi1dering richness and variety. However, it is satis句旭gωnote 也at beneath 也is apparent diversity there is a pattem of simplicity, order, and unity. Our work revea1s and exploits the intimate connections, m祖yhi也erto unsuspected, between the chemistry of Titan's atmosphere and 由at of other planets. The fundamenta1 concepts of photochemistry, such as cata1ytic cyc1e, photosensitized dissociation, photω:hemica1 regulation of atmospheric composition, climatology, and evolution, were originally deve10ped to understand 也e a個ospheres of 臨 te.叮estria1 pl姐的. The successfu1 application of these concepts to Titan revea1s the deeper significance and 也eu血versa1 chara, 
APPENDIX C 4 HYDROCARBONS AND LONG CHAIN POL YMERS
The C 4 hydrocarbons C 4 H 4 , 1-C 4 H 6 , 1 , 2-C4H 6 , 1 , 3-C4H 6 , C4 H 8 ，組d C 4H lO can be synthesized using the reactions shown in Table 7 . The column-averaged mixing ratio estimated with our model for the above species is, respectively, 2.5 X 10-12 , 5.8 X 10-9 , 3.3X lO-11 , 3.8X lO-13 , 6.3X10-9 , and 2.3 X lO一 7. None of these compounds have been detected to date. It is of interest to note the high abundance predicted for butane. This is a consequence of the same set of circumstances that bring about a high TABLE7
LIST OF SPECULATIVE REACTIONS RELATED TO MORE COMPLEX HYDROCARBONS Reaction
Ra te Coefficient ) . However, the reader shou1d be cautioned that our C 4 photochemistry is ve可 incomp1ete， and the results presented he:t:e probab1y represent order of magnitude estimates. Photo1ysis is the primary 10ss process for all C 4 compounds except C 4 H lO , a m句 or fraction of which is 10st by condensation followed by tr祖sport through the tropopause. Long-chain compounds beyond C 8 Hz can be produced by reactions (R113)-(R118), as shown in Tab1e 7. The most li.ke1y fate of these compounds is probably condensation and cou1d provide a source of material for Axe1-Danie1son dust. The integrated co1umn production rate for the sum of (R113) to (R118) is estimated to be of order 1 X10 8 cm-2 S-I. The peak: production occurs at -800 km, and this material cou1d contribute to the high-altitude haze 1ayers observed by UVS and IRIS.
